Appendix VI (A)

Some pictures at Gothe-Sceller Archive at Waimer, Germany.

a. Storage Section
b. Part of the preservation Lab
c. Part of Storage Section
d. Storage at dark for sensitive MSS
e. Storage at dark for sensitive MSS
f. Storage at dark for sensitive MSS
Appendix VI (B)

Some pictures at Gothe-Sceller Archive at Waimer, Germany

a. 24 hours temperature monitoring and recording through hygrothermograph

b. Vacuum pressure cleaner for manuscripts
Appendix VI (C)

Some pictures at Gothe-Sceller Archive at Waimer, Germany

a. Photo-sensitive scanner for manuscripts

b. Digitization at microclimate environment
Appendix VI (D)

Some pictures at Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Germany

a. b. Preservation of papyrus at Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Germany. (Agyptisches Museum und Papyrussammlung)

b. Preservation of papyrus at Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Germany. (Agyptisches Museum und Papyrussammlung)
Appendix VI (E)

Some pictures at Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Germany

a. Preservation and display of vellum at Bode Museum, Berlin, Germany

b. Display of papyrus at Bode Museum, Berlin, Germany